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Abstract  The abstract is in Times New Roman with 

10pt, 13 pounds spacing. These instructions give you 

guidelines for preparing papers for the Global Energy 

Interconnection. Use this document as a template by using 

Microsoft Word 2003 or later. Please use this document as 

a “template” to prepare your manuscript. 
 

Keywords  The keywords are in Times New Roman with 

10pt, initials of first words are capitals. Component, 

Formatting, Style, Styling, Insert 

1 Introduction

(first-level heading: bold Times New 

Roman with 10pts, single spacing) 

The text is in Times New Roman with 10pt, 1 character 

text-indent, 13 pounds spacing. These guidelines include 

complete descriptions of the fonts, line spacing, margins, 

column widths, and related information for producing 
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your manuscripts. Please follow them.  

2 Procedure for paper submission  

2.1 Manuscript preparing (second-level heading: Times 

New Roman with 10pt, single spacing) 

When you are preparing your manuscript, open the 

GEI-Template.doc and rename it into yourown.doc. 

Then type over sections directly in the template, or simply 

cut and paste from another document and then format 

them by means of format paintbrush. Use italics for 

emphasis; do not underline. Do not change the font sizes, 

margins, column widths or line spacing to squeeze 

more text into a limited number of pages.  

All manuscripts must be prepared in English. The page 

numbers of the manuscript are no more than 12.  

2.2 Paper submission 

When you submit your manuscript, follow the 

instructions on paper submission on 

http://www.geidco.org and submit your papers at the 

http://www.geidco.org/


 

 

following e-mail address: geijournal@geidco.org. 

2.3 Copyright form 

Submission of a manuscript implies: that the work 

described has not been published before; that it is not 

under consideration for publication anywhere else; that its 

publication has been approved by all co-authors, if any, as 

well as by the responsible authorities – tacitly or explicitly 

– at the institute where the work has been carried out.  

3 Math  

All mathematical expressions must be legible. It is 

required to create equations or variables in your 

manuscript by the MathType.  

Number equations consecutively with equation numbers 

in parentheses flush with the right margin, as in (1). To 

make your equations more compact, you may use the 

solidus ( / ), the exp function, or appropriate exponents. 

Use parentheses to avoid ambiguities in denominators. 

Punctuate equations when they are part of a sentence, as in 
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Be sure that the symbols in your equation have 

been defined before the equation appears or 

immediately following. Refer to “(1),” not “Eq. (1)” or 

“equation (1),” except at the beginning of a sentence: 

“Equation (1) is ...”. 

Italicize general variables (T might refer to 

temperature, but T is the unit tesla). 

Denote vectors and matrices in bold but not italic 

Times New Roman. 

Express derivatives as follows:  
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Half line spacing is suggested between the equation 

and its upper (lower) text as in (1) and (2). 

Do not give derivations that are easily found in the 

literature, merely cite the reference.  

4 Figures and tables 

Each figure and table should be clear enough, and 

have a caption to concisely and intelligibly illustrate the 

contents of it. Figures/tables may be worked into the text 

or placed at the end of the manuscript. To conserve space 

in the publication, most figures/tables are reduced to 

single-column width if possible. This may result in as 

much as a 4:1 reduction from the original. Therefore, 

figures/tables should be kept to a minimum in original and 

be easily viewed on published pages. Large figures and 

tables may span both columns.  

In the finalized sizes of figures/tables, authors are 

advised to make sure that (see Fig. 1): 

12345.12345 should be expressed as 12,345.12345. 

Mathematical expressions (variables) appearing in 

figures should be in the same styles as in texts (see Section 

III). 

Trigram tables are suggested, as in Table 1, the first 

and the last lines are in 1.5 Pounds and the 2nd line is in 

0.75 pounds. 

Texts in figures are approximately 8pt. 

Captions of figures and tables are approximately 9pt. 

Place figure captions below the figures, as in Fig. 1. 

Place table titles above the tables, as in Table 1. 

The figures and tables are recommended to insert in 

your document after the text actually exists. Please do not 

include captions as part of the figures. Do not put 

captions in “text boxes” linked to the figures. Use the 

full name “Figure” at the beginning of a sentence. Do not 

abbreviate “Tab.”. Tables are numbered with Arabic 

numerals. 

Table 1 The arrangement of channels 

Channels Group 1 Group 2 … Group c 

Main channel Channel 1 Channel 2 … Channel c 

… … … … … 

Assistant channel Channel 2 Channel 3 … Channel 1 
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Fig. 1 System voltage and harmonic contents 

 

Note that “Fig.” is abbreviated. There is a period after the 

figure number, followed by two spaces. It is good practice to 

explain the significance of the figure in the caption. If your 



 

 

figure has two parts, include the labels “(a)” and “(b)” below the 

corresponding part of the figure. Then the figure caption should 

be “The significance of the figure: (a) the significance of (a) and 

(b) the significance of (b)” 

 
Figure axis labels are often a source of confusion. Use 

words rather than symbols. As an example, write the 

quantity “Load,” or “Load L,” not just “L.” Put units in 

parentheses. Do not label axes only with units. As in Fig. 

1, for example, write “Magnetization (A/m)” or 

“Magnetization (A m
1

),” not just “A/m.” Do not label 

axes with a ratio of quantities and units. For example, 

write “Temperature (K),” not “Temperature/K.”  

Multipliers can be especially confusing. Write 

“Magnetization (kA/m)” or “Magnetization (10
3
 A/m).” 

Do not write “Magnetization (A/m)1000” because the 

reader would not know whether the top axis label in Fig. 1 

meant 16000 A/m or 0.016 A/m. 

For vector graphics, the preferred format is EPS; for 

halftones, please use TIFF format. MS Office files are also 

acceptable.  

Do not use faint lines and/or lettering and check that 

all lines and lettering within the figures are legible at final 

size. 

All lines should be at least 0.1 mm (0.3 pt) wide. 

Halftones should have a minimum resolution of 300 

dpi. 

5 Helpful hints 

Essentially, academic paper writing is as a form of 

problem-solving in which the writer, or the author, faces 

two main tasks: a) generating his academic ideas in 

language, and b) composing these ideas into a written 

structure to meet the need of readers and the requirements 

of the journal. 

Generally speaking, writing a good paper in English 

requires the mastery of various skills. It requires language 

basis, grammatical accuracy and readability, so that 

relationship between words and sentences are clear, and 

understanding between reader and writer is made easier. 

Additionally, it requires vocabulary appropriate to the 

subject matter and to the level and tone of the paper. 

Finally, of more importance, writing a good academic 

paper requires a careful and well-planned structuring of 

ideas. 

However, this Template is incapable to include 

everything you need to know to be a better writer. Given 

here are some useful language hints that should be an 

important part of resources for your paper writing.  

5.1 Formal usages 

 Use one space after periods and colons. 

 Hyphenate complex modifiers: “zero-field-cooled 

magnetization.” 

 Prefixes such as “non,” “sub,” “micro,” “multi,” and 

“"ultra” are not independent words; they should be joined 

to the words they modify, usually without a hyphen.  

 Avoid dangling participles, such as, “Using (1), the 

potential was calculated.” [It is not clear who or what used 

(1).] Write instead, “The potential was calculated by using 

(1),” or “Using (1), we calculated the potential.” 

 A parenthetical statement at the end of a sentence is 

punctuated outside of the closing parenthesis (like this). 

(A parenthetical sentence is punctuated within the 

parentheses.)  

 Avoid contractions; for example, write “do not” 

instead of “don’t.” The serial comma is preferred: “A, B, 

and C” instead of “A, B and C.” 

5.2 Some common mistakes 

 The word “data” is plural, not singular.  

 The word “alternatively” is preferred to the word 

“alternately” (unless you really mean something that 

alternates). 

 Use the word “whereas” instead of “while” (unless 

you are referring to simultaneous events). 

 Do not use the word “issue” or “question” as a 

euphemism for “problem.” 

 Be aware of the different meanings of the 

homophones “affect” (usually a verb) and “effect” 

(usually a noun), “complement” and “compliment,” 

“discreet” and “discrete,” “principal” (e.g., “principal 

investigator”) and “principle” (e.g., “principle of 

measurement”). Do not confuse “imply” and “infer.”  

 There is no period after the “et” in the Latin 

abbreviation “et al.” (It is also italicized).  

 The abbreviation “i.e.,” means “that is,” and the 

abbreviation “e.g.,” means “for example” (these 

abbreviations are not italicized). 

5.3 Abbreviations and acronyms 

Define abbreviations and acronyms the first time they 

are used in the text, even after they have already been 

defined in the abstract. Abbreviations such as TCP/IP, ac, 

and dc do not have to be defined. Do not use abbreviations 

in the title unless they are unavoidable. 

The abbreviation for “seconds” is “s,” not “sec.” 

5.4 Units 



 

 

Use SI not CGS as primary units. Avoid combining SI 

and CGS units. This often leads to confusion because 

equations do not balance dimensionally. If you must use 

mixed units, clearly state the units for each quantity in an 

equation. 

 Use the center dot to separate compound units, e.g., 

“A·m
2
.” 

 Indicate sample dimensions as “0.1 cm  0.2 cm,” 

not “0.1  0.2 cm
2
.”  

 When expressing a range of values, write “7 to 9” or 

“7-9”, not “7~9”. 

Remember that an excellent academic paper needs 

to be composed by authors in good language! 

Undecipherable English is a valid reason for rejection! 

If your native language is not English, please get a 

colleague good at English or a native English-speaker to 

proofread your paper.  

6 References and citations 

Number citations consecutively in square brackets [1]. 

The sentence punctuation follows the brackets [2]. 

Multiple references [2], [3] are each numbered with 

separate brackets [1–3]. When citing a section in a book, 

please give the relevant page numbers [2]. In sentences, 

refer simply to the reference number, as in [3]. Do not use 

“Ref. [3]” or “reference [3]” except at the beginning of a 

sentence: “Reference [3] shows ... .” The conference 

cannot accept footnotes in its document; therefore, type 

the reference list at the end of the paper using the 

“References” style 

Please note that the references at the end of this 

document are in the preferred referencing style. Give all 

authors’ names; do not use “et al.” unless there are six 

authors or more. Use a space after authors' initials. Papers 

that have not been published should be cited as 

“unpublished” [4]. Papers that have been submitted for 

publication should be cited as “submitted for publication” 

[5]. Papers that have been accepted for publication, but not 

yet specified for an issue should be cited as “to be 

published” [6]. Please give affiliations and addresses for 

private communications [7]. 

Capitalize only the first word in a paper title, except for 

proper nouns and element symbols. For papers published 

in translation journals, please give the English citation first, 

followed by the original foreign-language citation [8]. 

7 Conclusion 

Although a conclusion may review the main points of 

the paper, do not replicate the abstract as the conclusion. A 

conclusion might elaborate on the importance of the work 

or suggest applications and extensions.  
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Table A1 The arrangement of channels 

Channels Group 1 Group 2 … Group c 

Main channel Channel 1 Channel 2 … Channel c 
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Fig.B1 THD of the field phase A voltage distortion 
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Key stress extraction and equivalent test method for 
hybrid DC circuit breaker

Chong Gao1, Xiao Ding1, Guangfu Tang1, Gaoyong Wang2, Peng Qiu3

1. Global Energy Interconnection Research Institute, Changping District, Beijing 102200, China.
2. State Key Laboratory of Advanced Power Transmission Technology, Changping District, Beijing 102200, China.

3. Electric Power Research Institute of State Grid Zhejiang Electric Power Company, Hangzhou 310014, China.

1 Introduction

Mainstream technical routes of HVDC circuit breaker 
include mechanical, solid and hybrid routes [1]. Mechanical 
breaker is characterized by small through-current loss, low 
equipment cost but slow breaking speed. Solid breaker has 
fast breaking speed [2,3], but large through-current loss 
and high equipment cost. Hybrid breaker integrates the 

advantages of mechanical and solid HVDC circuit breakers, 
combing good static characteristics of mechanical switches 
and good dynamic performance of power electronic  
devices [4,5].

Currently, all HVDC circuit breakers for engineering 
application used the hybrid technical route, but with 
different implementation topologies. Internationally, ABB 
and Alstom completed the development of hybrid DC 
circuit breaker prototype respectively in 2012 and 2013, 
and both had low breaking capacity without engineering 
application [6]. In China, the State Grid Corporation 
of China (SGCC) completed the development of the 
prototype hybrid DC circuit breaker which has the fastest 
break time of 3ms, rated voltage of 200kV and the 
maximum breaking current of 15kA in 2014 [7,8], and 
such circuit breakers were applied to Dinghai Station of 
±200kV Zhoushan Five-terminal MMC-HVDC System in 
2016 [9]. In addition, with the gradual development of the 
first long-distance and large-capacity MMC-HVDC grid 
project in the world - Zhangbei ±500kV MMC-HVDC 
Grid Project, it is in urgent need to conduct the study on 
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Abstract: Firstly, relevant stress properties of millisecond level breaking process and microsecond level commutation 
process of hybrid HVDC circuit breaker are studied in detail on the basis of the analysis for the application environment 
and topological structure and operating principles of hybrid circuit breakers, and key stress parameters in transient state 
process of two time dimensions are extracted. The established digital simulation circuit for PSCAD/EMTDC device-level 
operation of the circuit breaker has verified the stress properties of millisecond level breaking process and microsecond 
level commutation process. Then, equivalent test method, circuits and parameters based on LC power supply are 
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the theories of higher level HVDC circuit breakers in 
more complicated MMC-HVDC grid. 

As a new kind of high-end electric equipment in 
power electronic field, hybrid DC circuit breaker has such 
operation and application conditions that are different 
from those of conventional AC circuit breakers or DC 
circuit breakers in medium-low voltage application fields. 
There are few documents providing deep analysis and 
systematic explanation for the stress of hybrid DC circuit 
breaker [10], and so far, there has been no international or 
national standard that can be referred to for its electrical 
test. At present, there is also no mature circuit breaker 
test platform domestically and internationally. KEMA 
Laboratory proposed the conception of the test method based 
on LC power supply [11] and low-frequency short-circuit 
generator power supply [12], while its relevant theories and 
application practices are still in blank. It is extremely urgent 
to conduct studies on the stresses extraction and equivalent 
test for hybrid HVDC circuit breaker in order to verify the 
reasonableness and correctness of its design, and accurately 
reflect the electric, thermal and mechanical properties of 
the circuit breaker [13]. 

In this paper, firstly, relevant stress properties of 
millisecond level breaking process and microsecond 
level commutation process of hybrid HVDC circuit 
breaker are studied in detail on the basis of the analysis 
for the application environment and operating principles 
and conditions of hybrid circuit breakers, and key stress 
parameters in transient state process of two time dimensions 
are extracted. The established digital simulation circuit 
for PSCAD/EMTDC device-level operation of the circuit 
breaker has verified the stress properties of millisecond 
level breaking process and microsecond level commutation 
process. Then, equivalent test method, circuits and 
parameters based on LC power supply are proposed 
on the basis of stress extraction. Finally, the results of 
implemented breaking tests for complete 200kV circuit 
breaker, 100kV and 50kV circuit breaker units, as well as 
single power electronic module have verified the accuracy 
of the simulation circuit and mathematical analysis. The 
result of this paper can be a guide to electrical structure and 
test system design of hybrid HVDC circuit breaker. 

2 Construction and operation 

Hybrid HVDC circuit breaker is composed of high-speed 
mechanical switch, power electronic module, MOV (Metal 
Oxide Varistor) and other basic units, as shown in Fig. 1. 
The internal circuit of hybrid HVDC circuit breaker can 
be classified as main branch, transfer branch and energy 
consuming branch based on function and time sequence. 

The main branch is composed of high-speed mechanical 
switch and a few power electronic modules in series 
and parallel, mainly used for break-over of DC system 
load current and transfer of DC system failure current in 
opening operation of the circuit breaker; the transfer branch 
is composed of multi-level power electronic modules in 
series, mainly used for bearing DC system failure current 
for short time and establish transient state breaking voltage 
through turning off the high current of power electronic 
devices; the energy consuming branch is composed of 
MOV series-parallel assemblies, mainly used for restraining 
transient state breaking voltage and dissipating the energy 
stored by DC system. Though various topological forms 
can be realized by functions of hybrid HVDC circuit 
breaker, their common characteristic is to realize repeated 
internal conversion under a specially set time sequence via 
the main branch, transfer branch and energy consuming 
branch, and therefore complete DC breaking [14,15]. This 
paper mainly studies the hybrid HVDC circuit breaker for 
turn-off of IGBT (insulated gate bipolar transistor) series 
valve in Fig. 1, some study conclusions from which are 
generally applicable to all hybrid HVDC circuit breakers.

The operating conditions of circuit breaker are classified 
as steady state operation and transient state operation. In 
all operating conditions of hybrid HVDC circuit breaker, 
the opening operation of high current in transient state 
operation reflects the core function of the circuit breaker, 
namely breaking function. When the severest short-circuit 
failure (pole to pole short-circuit) occurs to MMC-HVDC 
grid system, the stress of failure current on DC bus is the 
maximum, which makes it the severest test for performance 
of DC circuit breaker to break the short-circuit current at 
this time [16]. Therefore, the stress in the transient state 
process where the circuit breaker breaks the high current 
caused by the severest short-circuit failure is the core of 
study on the electrical characteristics and electrical design 
of circuit breaker, for which comprehensive and detailed 
analysis is required [17]. 

For breaking of the severest short-circuit current by 
hybrid HVDC circuit breaker in DC grid system, the circuit 

Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of structure and topology of 
hybrid HVDC circuit breaker
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breaker current i (main branch current is marked as imain, 
transfer branch current as itransfer and energy consuming 
branch current as iMOV), voltage u waveform and related 
time sequence are shown in Fig. 2:

At T0, short-circuit failure occurs and failure current 
starts to rise; at T1, the circuit breaker opening command 
given by supervisory control and protection system of DC 
grid reaches the secondary system of the circuit breaker; at 
T2, the primary system of the circuit breaker starts to act, 
the power electronic module of the main branch blocks 
the current, DC line current transfers to the transfer branch 
under standby state, and then the high-speed mechanical 
switch of the main branch starts opening; then, the power 
electronic module of the transfer branch bears the current 
until the high-speed mechanical switch of the main branch 
acts to opening position, and at T3, the transfer branch of the 
circuit breaker blocks the maximum short-circuit current, the 
transient state overvoltage generated during which exceeds 
the starting voltage of MOV series-parallel assembly so 
as to enable its break-over, and the current is converted 
to the energy consuming branch; at T4, the system current 
circulating in MOV series-parallel assembly is reduced to 
zero, and at this time, breaking is completed. The whole 
breaking operation is completed in several milliseconds. 

3 Key stress extraction 

Among kinds of equipment for MMC-HVDC grid, 
unlike the converter valve, hybrid HVDC circuit breaker 
is a kind of passive equipment, which is subject to grid 
control and scheduling only and is incapable of actively 
regulating other parameters of the grid. Due to the passivity, 
the stress analysis of hybrid HVDC circuit breaker must be 
done by combining MMC-HVDC power supply [18]. The 
failure current circuit including the circuit breaker can be 
formed by making DC converter valve equivalent to the 
ideal DC source of voltage Udc, and the line reactor in DC 
grid equivalent to Lline. 

3.1 Complete stress 

When the circuit breaker is in opening operation of 
high failure current in transient state operation, the failure 
current circuit can be equivalent to the circuit as shown in 
Fig. 3.

After short-circuit failure occurs and before the transient 
state voltage of circuit breaker breaking is established, the 
inductor of DC system line generates induced voltage uL. 
At this time, the circuit breaker is under high-pass state. It 
is assumed that the inter-terminal voltage of circuit breaker 
is ubreaker, then:

 
kerdc L brea line

diU u u L
dt

= + = ⋅
 (1)

After the transient state voltage of circuit breaker 
breaking is established, the induced voltage generated by 
the inductor of DC system line is reverse and the inter-
terminal voltage of circuit breaker is limited by MOV 
group to UMOV. At this time, the circuit breaker is under 
high-impedance state:

 kerdc L brea line MOV
diU u u L U
dt

= + = ⋅ +
 

(2)

The system current is resulted from equation solving for 
above two stages, namely the expression of failure current is:

 
dc

line

dc MOV

line

U t
L

i
U U t

L

 ⋅
=  − ⋅


 (3)

Current change rate:

 

dc

line

dc MOV

line

U
Ldi
U Udt

L



=  −


 (4)

Considering the failure current development time 
Tfault as shown in Fig. 2, breaking of the maximum failure 
current:

 max
dc

fault fault
line

Udii T T
dt L

= ⋅ = ⋅  (5)

Maximum current rise rate:

 
max

dc

line

Udi
dt L

=  (6)

Fig. 2 Schematic diagram of voltage and current waveform 
and time sequence for breaking short-circuit current by 
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The dissipation energy of hybrid HVDC circuit breaker 
is from DC power supply and energy storage effect of the 
line reactor. The dissipation energy from DC power supply 
is expressed as:

 
4 4

3 3
source

T T dc MOV
dc dcT T

line

U UE U idt U tdt
L
−

= = ⋅ ⋅∫ ∫  (7)

The dissipation energy from line reactor is expressed as:

 ( )2
reactor max

1
2 lineE L i= ⋅  (8)

The total dissipation energy of the circuit breaker is the 
sum of above two parts:

 
( )2

MOV max

max

1 1
2

dc MOV

MOV dc

U UE i
U U di

dt

= ⋅ ⋅ ⋅
−  

 
 

 (9)

Formula (9) extracts five parameters, i.e. failure 
current extremum, failure current rise rate , system voltage 
level Udc, voltage level limited by MOV UMOV and total 
dissipation energy of circuit breaker EMOV. These five 
parameters are external expression of DC grid system 
capacity on hybrid DC circuit breaker, which can reflect 
the output level of the system and the severest stress level 
borne by complete hybrid HVDC circuit breaker. 

3.2 Component stress 

The key component stress at short-circuit current 
breaking by circuit breaker is related to two commutation 
processes involved in the breaking process, which are 
respectively the conversion from main branch to transfer 
branch (the first commutation) and from transfer branch to 
energy consuming branch (the second commutation). The 
duration of the commutation processes is tens to hundreds 
of microseconds, which is far less than the millisecond 
level full breaking time of circuit breaker. 
3.2.1 First commutation process

The first commutation is the current conversion from 
IGBT of the main branch to the buffer capacitor of the 
main branch, and then from the buffer capacitor of the 
main branch to IGBT of the transfer branch, namely, IGBT - 
capacitor - IGBT.

The failure current circuit can be equivalent to the 
circuit as shown in Fig. 4. 

3.2.2 Second commutation process 
The second commutation is the current conversion from 

IGBT of the transfer branch to the buffer capacitor of the 
transfer branch, and then from the buffer capacitor of the 
transfer branch to MOV, namely, IGBT - capacitor - MOV.

The failure current circuit can be equivalent to the 
circuit as shown in Fig. 5. 

MMC

Fig. 5 Second commutation transient process equivalent 
circuit in failure current breaking

In the two commutation processes, in such unique 
application environment of single high current transfer and 
turn-off by hybrid HVDC circuit breaker, internal devices 
of the circuit breaker will bear various extreme stresses, 
including IGBT turn-off stress, IGBT starting stress, 
capacitor buffering stress, diode starting stress, MOV 
triggering stress and MOV current limiting stress. Among 
them, IGBT turn-off stress, capacitor buffering stress and 
MOV triggering stress are included in the commutation 
process, and are functional characteristic stresses that 
distinguish circuit breaker from other electrical equipment, 
and the focus for circuit breaker study. 
3.2.3 IGBT turn-off stress 

For the hybrid HVDC circuit breaker based on IGBT 
series valve, there are two IGBT turn-off processes in the 
two commutation processes, namely main branch IGBT 
turn-off and transfer branch IGBT turn-off, where the 
current of transfer branch IGBT turn-off is close to the 
failure current extremum, which is apparently greater 
than the current of main branch IGBT turn-off. Therefore, 
IGBT turn-off stress, capacitor buffering stress and MOV 
triggering stress can be studied just through analysis of the 
second commutation process. 

The failure current flows through IGBT before transfer 
branch IGBT turn-off. IGBT turn-off starts at T3, and 
according to formula (3), the failure current is:

 ( )3 3
dc

line

Ui T T
L

= ⋅  (10)

The initial state of buffer capacitor C is:

 ( )C 3 0u T =   (11)

  
(12)

MMC

Fig. 4 First commutation transient process equivalent 
circuit in failure current breaking 3

0C
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The conversion process between IGBT of the transfer 
branch and the buffer capacitor can be expressed by 
formula (13) as:

 
( )

( )
( )

2

2

21

C line C
line

line
C dc

d u L duL C
r t dtdt

L dr t dt
u U

r t

⋅ + ⋅

 ⋅
 + − ⋅ =
 
 

 (13)

The above formula is variable coefficient nonhomo-
geneous differential equation, whose analytical solution 
is relatively complicated. r(t) in the formula is the fitting 
expression of impedance in IGBT turn-off process under 
constant temperature by engineering extraction. The 
impedance in IGBT turn-off process is gradually increased. 
At the initial stage of turn-off, the test current mainly flows 
through IGBT as the impedance is low, and the buffer 
capacitor voltage (i.e. IGBT inter-terminal voltage) is being 
slowly established. However, after the channel voltage is 
eliminated, the current is rapidly reduced to tail stage, and 
at this time, IGBT impedance is rapidly increased and the 
test current is rapidly transferred to the capacitor in parallel 
with it so as to increase IGBT voltage rapidly. 

IGBT voltage stress is equal to the voltage stress of the 
buffer capacitor at the stage:
 ( ) ( ) ( )C =IGBT IGBTu t u t i r t= ⋅  (14)

Instantaneous power of IGBT turn-off is:

 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( )

2
C

IGBT IGBT
u t

p t u t i t
r t

= ⋅ =  (15)

IGBT turn-off loss:

 
( )
( )

2
C

IGBT
u t

E dt
r t

= ∫  (16)

3.2.4 Capacitor buffering stress 
After IGBT current is reduced to zero, the failure 

current is completely converted to the buffer capacitor, and 
the capacitor voltage at this time is:

 ( )
max

C max

1
C

IGBTi iu i i t dt
C=

 ≈ − ∫  (17)

Afterwards, capacitor voltage continues rising and the 
failure current operates in the capacitor:

 
max

C
1

C
line dci i

diL u idt U
dt C=
⋅ + + =∫  (18)

When the capacitor voltage reaches the MOV starting 
voltage Utrigger, the failure current starts to be converted 
from the capacitor to MOV, capacitor current drops and 
MOV current rises:

 ( ) ( )line C MOV dc
diL i i r t U
dt
⋅ + − ⋅ =  (19)

Where, rMOV(t) is the expression of MOV impedance by 
engineering extraction. 
3.2.5 MOV triggering stress 

The voltage and current in the process where MOV 

voltage rises from Utrigger to UMOV is approximately in 
linear relation, and rMOV(t) at this time is approximate to a 
constant:

 ( )
max

MOV trigger
MOV

U U
r t

i
−

=  (20)

When the failure current is completely converted to 
MOV, MOV voltage is limited to UMOV due to MOV’s 
clamp effect on voltage, and MOV enters nonlinear area. 

4 Equivalent test 

As it is difficult to directly put complete high-power 
power electronic devices into real grid to complete all tests, 
it is necessary to establish a test system. However, it is 
inevitable to take intensifying, purifying and simplifying 
means for tests. Thus, the environment or conditions for 
tested objects in the test system may be different from 
these in actual grid system. Therefore, the problem of test 
equivalence is derived from the way of evaluating whether 
the test system design and operation (test method) are 
reasonable and from the result of reasonableness (no 100% 
reasonableness). 

“Effect” in test equivalence means various key stresses 
borne by tested objects in the test, and “equivalence” means 
these key stresses repeated in the test are equal to these 
generated in actual operating conditions. 

1) “Effect” is stress (change phenomena generated by 
external force on the affected body, which is classified by 
physics as current i, voltage u, current change rate di/dt, 
voltage change rate du/dt, energy E and related quantifiable 
parameters). 

2) “Equivalence” is stress equivalence. 
The type test equivalence of hybrid HVDC circuit 

breaker can be divided into contents at two levels: 
At the level of complete stress, the core is the repetition 

of five characteristic parameters and their mathematical 
relation of circuit breaker, as shown in formula (9). The 
stress borne by the circuit breaker under these characteristic 
parameters certainly reflects the most comprehensive 
electrical stress level of the complete circuit breaker. The 
core stresses for test equivalence evaluation include the 
current rise rate , maximum short-circuit current , transient 
state voltage UMOV, system voltage Udc and dissipation 
energy Edissipation generated on the complete circuit breaker 
by implementation of the designed test system. 

At the level of component stress, the core is the 
repetition of the two commutation processes: IGBT - 
capacitor - IGBT and IGBT - capacitor - MOV, as well as 
the electrical stress level of IGBT and capacitor in these 
two commutation processes. The core stresses for test 
equivalence evaluation include the current i, voltage u, 
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current change rate di/dt, voltage change rate du/dt and 
energy E generated on IGBT and capacitor component by 
final implementation of the designed test system. 

As long as the stress equivalence at these two levels is 
achieved, the test operating conditions can be equivalent 
to actual system operating conditions, and therefore the 
equivalence between the test system and the actual MMC-
HVDC grid system can be realized. Generally speaking, 
sufficient repetition of the complete stress can realize 
sufficient repetition of component stress, not the other way. 

As the impedance of MMC-HVDC grid system is 
low and short-circuit failure develops rapidly, in order to 
guarantee economical operation of the system, the hybrid 
HVDC circuit breaker must be capable of completing 
breaking within milliseconds and isolating the failure to 
guarantee reliable operation of the far-end converter station. 
As the converter station devices with DC failure are not 
blocked, both ends of the DC circuit breaker will withstand 
the system voltage (there is certain drop compared with the 
steady state voltage) after completion of DC circuit breaker 
breaking. Therefore, the test current requiring repetition in 
breaking test shall be with relatively high current rise rate 
and amplitude. As the breaking time of DC circuit breaker 
is short, it is satisfactory only to make the created test 
current rise curve cover the failure current duration curve 
(composed of time and amplitude) at normal breaking, and 
the waveform exceeding the actual breaking current for 
a long time is not necessary, which just increases the test 
cost. Additionally, it is required to equivalently repeat the 
system voltage withstood by both ends of the DC circuit 
breaker after completion of DC circuit breaker breaking. 

According to the conclusions from the complete stress 
study for hybrid HVDC circuit breaker in Section 3.1, the 
requirements for breaking test equivalent coverage include 
the following five aspects: 

1) Maximum energy dissipation; 
2) Maximum transient state voltage impulse; 
3) Maximum steady state voltage withstanding; 
4) Maximum current rise rate; 
5) Maximum breaking current. 
Under failure transient state, LC oscillation power 

supply is the test power supply closest to real MMC-
HVDC grid system, di/dt of test current is determined by 
initial test voltage and test reactance, and the reduction rate 
of test voltage is determined jointly by capacitor’s capacity 
and reactance value.

LC power supply creates high current similar to the 
failure by way of discharge of the charging capacitor to 
the inductor, mainly utilizing a quarter of cycle period at 
LC oscillation current rise stage, as shown in Fig. 6. The 
advantages of LC power supply include large impulse 

power, high energy density, easy realization of charge and 
discharge control, as well as wider range of power supply 
parameter regulation. 

4.1 LC power supply test

The breaking test of HVDC circuit breaker based on 
LC power supply is from the transformation and utilization 
of zero-input response second-order circuit. The occurrence 
process of short-circuit current of MMC-HVDC grid 
is simulated by controlling the process of discharge of 
charged capacitor C to LC series circuit, and therefore 
the complete stress of HVDC circuit breaker is repeated. 
LC zero-input response second-order circuit is shown in 
Fig. 7, where the initial voltage of the capacitor C is U0, 
the capacitor dissipates energy to the whole circuit, and 
then the circuit current i simulates the short-circuit failure 
current. In actual engineering, the equivalent resistance of 
test circuit and the on-state equivalent resistance of circuit 
breaker are small and generally ignored.

C
ircuit breaker 

closed

u
C

uL uR

Trigger 
switch

Fig. 7 Schematic diagram of transient process of circuit 
breaker breaking before short-circuit current reduction

According to above analysis, if the DC circuit breaker 
remains on state, the second-order circuit response is:

 
2

2 0C
C

d uLC u
d t

+ =  (21)

Known initial value:
 0 0( )Cu T U=  (22)

According to formulas (21) and (22), the capacitor 
voltage is calculated as:

 0 cosC
tu U
LC

=  (23)

Circuit current:

 0 sinCdu C ti C U
dt L LC

= − =  (24)
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Fig. 6 Schematic diagram of current response of LC 
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Current rise rate:

 
0 cos

Udi t
dt L LC
=  (25)

Inductor voltage:

 0 cosL C
tu u U
LC

= =  (26)

The ideal period of LC oscillation T:
 2LCT LCπ=  (27)

Where, one quarter of cycle period of the simulated 
failure current rise stage:

 
4 2
LCT LCπ

=  (28)

When the failure current is converted to MOV, the 
circuit breaker remains under impedance state, as shown 
in Fig. 8. At this time, the circuit breaker terminal 
voltage is limited to UMOV by MOV group and the circuit 
response is:
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C
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Fig. 8 Schematic diagram of transient process of circuit 
breaker breaking after short-circuit current reduction
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The equation of capacitor voltage of power supply is:
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After the failure current is completely eliminated, the 
inter-terminal voltage of circuit breaker Udc is:
 4( )dc CU u T=  (33)

4.2 LC test parameters 

According to above theoretical analysis of LC power 
supply and the five aspects of complete stress coverage 
in Section 3.1, LC power supply meeting circuit breaker 
breaking conditions shall generate sufficient stress to be 
imposed on the circuit breaker. Three variables determining 

3 0 3( )
sinCdu T U T

dt LC LC
= −

LC power supply output are respectively power supply 
capacitance C, power supply inductance L and initial 
charging voltage of capacitor U0. The circuit parameters 
of breaking test based on LC power supply are therefore 
determined.

LC power supply is used to simulate the development of 
failure current, mainly utilizing the initial one quarter of cycle 
of LC oscillation discharge, and such cycle shall be greater 
than the development time of short-circuit current Tfault:
  

(34)

The maximum LC oscillation discharging current shall 
be greater than the maximum failure current:

 0 max4
LCT Ci U i

L
  = 
 

 (35)

The dissipated energy of LC power supply shall be 
greater than the dissipation energy of circuit breaker:

 
( ) ( )

( )

2 2
LC 0 4

2 2
0 4 dissipation

1 1
2 2
1 1
2 2

C C

C

E Cu T Cu T

CU Cu T E

= −

= −
 (36)

After the test current is completely eliminated, the inter-
terminal voltage of circuit breaker is uC(T4 ), which shall be 
greater than the system voltage:
 4( )C dcu T U  (37)

To sum up, LC power supply parameters including 
power supply capacitance C, power supply inductance 
L and initial charging voltage of capacitor U0 can be 
determined according to formulas (34), (35), (36) and 
(37). Subject to the maximum current imax and short-circuit 
current rise rate di/dt of the primary repetition system 
protection, to reduce test difficulty and test cost, as well 
as repeat the same stress intensity as that of single LC 
oscillation power supply fully-equivalent test as much as 
possible, three elements of LC oscillation power supply can 
be reduced in sequence: test inductance, test capacitance 
and test capacitor charging voltage. 

4.3 LC test circuit 

With respect to the circuit breaker breaking test 
required, the test circuit composed of single LC power 
supply is designed in this paper as shown in Fig. 9. Before 
test, charging power supply charges capacitor C to the test 
voltage U0, then the charging power supply is isolated; 
after break-over of DC circuit breaker, the thyristor valve is 
triggered to start test and the DC circuit breaker will finally 
complete breaking. The test reactor L is used for regulating 
the test current di/dt and the final test breaking current 
amplitude.

max

max

4 2
LC

fault

iT LC T
di
dt

π= =
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5 Test verification 

In Chapter 2 of this paper, simulation verification for 
the complete stress and component stress of circuit breaker, 
as well as the rules of their influence factors, is conducted 
by means of 500kV circuit breaker device-level model. 
In Chapter 4, breaking operation test is conducted under 
different parameter input conditions of various circuit 
breaker units, which further verifies the correctness of 
the simulation results in Chapter 2 and the test design in 
Chapter 3. 

The tested equipment described in this paper is 200kV 
cascading full-bridge hybrid HVDC circuit breaker of 
Zhoushan Project, as well as 100kV and 50kV circuit 
breaker units and single power electronic module. The test 
method is to conduct 15kA and below current breaking 
tests for the voltage source with inductor. The test system 
will simulate various environment with different values in 
failure current extremum, failure current rise rate, system 
voltage level Udc and voltage level limited by MOV UMOV. 

5.1 Complete stress test result 

In the planned 15kA current breaking test for the 
complete 200kV cascading full-bridge hybrid HVDC 
circuit breaker, the maximum current of actual breaking 
is 14.6kA, the maximum current rise rate is 4.56kA/ms, 
the system voltage is 110kV, and the voltage level limited 
by MOV is 316kV, as shown in Fig. 10. The dissipated 
energy calculated according to formula (9) is 3.9MJ, 
which is consistent with the test measurement 3.75MJ by 
considering the circuit breaker turn-off and conversion 
losses, as well as the nonideality of the voltage source.

5.2 Component stress test result 

Current breaking test is respectively conducted for 

200kV complete circuit breaker, 100kV and 50kV circuit 
breaker units, as well as single power electronic module. 
By monitoring the single IGBT turn-off waveform in above 
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Fig. 9 Schematic diagram of single LC power supply breaking test circuit

Fig. 10 Voltage and current waveforms of 15kA current 
breaking test for complete circuit breaker
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complete circuit breaker, 100kV and 50kV circuit breaker 

units, and single power electronic module
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tested objects, results of (a), (b), (c) and (d) in Fig. 11 are 
obtained respectively.

According to the test design, single IGBT turns off 
the same current. The comparison of IGBT turn-off stress 
simulation result with test result is shown in Table 1:

Table 1 Comparison of IGBT turn-off stress simulation 
result with test result

Test object
imax 

(kA)

Instantaneous 
power extremum 

(MW)

Turn-off 
energy 

(J)

Simulation model 8 0.8 2.7

200kV complete circuit 
breaker

8.1 0.86 2.95

100kV circuit breaker unit 8.05 0.85 2.94

50kV circuit breaker unit 8.01 0.85 2.94

Single power electronic 
module

7.98 0.82 2.91

It can be seen that no matter in 200kV complete circuit 
breaker, 100kV and 50kV circuit breaker units or single 
power electronic module, IGBT turn-off stress is not 
obviously affected by other characteristic stresses as long as 
the maximum breaking current is determined. The difference 
between simulation result and test result is mainly from the 
stray inductance introduced by the test circuit.

6 Conclusions

This paper suggests that the breaking stress of hybrid 
DC circuit breaker based on IGBT series valve shall be 
explored and studied from two dimensions, i.e. complete 
stress related to millisecond level breaking and component 
stress related to microsecond level commutation. In 
this paper, systematic demonstration, related simulation 
analysis and test verification are conducted according to 
above idea, with conclusions as follows: 

1) Five external characteristic parameters of complete 
stress reflect the severest stress level imposed by DC 
system on hybrid HVDC circuit breaker, and these five 
parameters are subject to the rule of formula (9). This 
conclusion is universally applicable to such hybrid HVDC 
circuit breakers with various topological structures applying 
the technical route of forcing DC current zero by MOV. 

2) The most important IGBT turn-off stress, capacitor 
buffering stress and MOV starting stress in component 
stress are closely related to the two commutation processes 
in the breaking process of hybrid HVDC circuit breaker 
based on IGBT series valve, where IGBT turn-off stress is 
the basis for realizing the characteristic function of circuit 

breaker breaking, whose stress characteristic is exclusive to 
circuit breakers. 

3) The difference and relation between complete stress 
characteristic and component stress characteristic are 
demonstrated through mathematical analysis of transient 
state operation of hybrid HVDC circuit breaker, and 
the type test equivalence evaluation is discomposed to 
complete stress level and component stress level. The 
equivalence of two stress levels can be evaluated through 
respective corresponding core stress parameters. 

4) The equivalent test method for circuit breaker 
based on LC power supply is proposed on the basis of 
stress characteristics of hybrid HVDC circuit breaker. 
The designed equivalent test can basically cover the stress 
generated by the severest operating conditions of hybrid 
HVDC circuit breaker. 

5) As certified by the test results, the interrelation 
between the complete stress and component stress of hybrid 
HVDC circuit breaker based on IGBT series valve is not 
close, and only system failure current in external factors has 
obvious influence on IGBT turn-off stress. Based on this, 
it is not necessary to conduct assessment for component 
stress, especially for the performance of the most important 
device - IGBT, in the complete circuit breaker. 

In conclusion, this paper proves that the correlation 
between the stresses respectively generated in the whole 
millisecond level breaking process and the microsecond level 
commutation process of hybrid HVDC circuit breaker based 
on IGBT series valve is relatively loose, which can be studied 
as two independent electrical transient state processes.
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